
 

 

ACADEMIC UPDATES 2021-22 

CYCLE-3 

Dates: From 17 May to 31 May 2021 (11 working days) 

Subject- English   Session 2021-22  

Class V 

Topic Reading Comprehension, Ice Cream Man (Poem), Adjectives (Degree of  

Comparison, Determiners), Informal letter 

LITERATURE 

 

Unit 1: 

Explanation and interactive discussion 

Synopsis: 
Students need to read the given synopsis as well as the poem and comprehend it. 

• The poem ‘Ice-Cream Man’ is written by Rachael Field. 

• In this poem ‘The Ice-Cream Man’, the poet shares the joy of the speaker when he sees  

the ice-cream man on the street with his small cart on hot summer days. 

• He brings a cart with a round umbrella in which he has ice cream of different flavours 

• He fills the cones with cold and creamy ice-cream. 

• He also sells colourful cold drinks. 

• The poet compares the ice-cream cart to a flower bed and the children surrounding his  

cart to honey bees. 

Poetic Devices used in the poem 

Alliteration: Alliteration is the repetition of same consonant sound in the  

beginning of a word in a sentence. Example: Betty bought a packet of bitter  

butter.  

 

Simile: Simile is comparison of two similar things. Often ‘as/like’ is used to  

make such comparison. Examples: She is like a beautiful rose.  

She is as beautiful as a rose. 
Underline the given words in the text and learn the spellings: 

blaze,trundling,beneath,mounds,cluster,chilly,vanilla,chocolate,strawberry,frosty,cluster 

 

 

CW: 

Written work: (To be done in English literature notebook) 

Ex A Write the following poetic devices from the poem. 

i. Give two examples of alliteration from the poem “Ice Cream Man”. 

ii. Write an example of simile from the poem.  

Ex B. Write the antonyms of the following words from the poem. 

i. sorrowful/unhappy -     ii. hot -  

Ex C Answer the following questions: 

i. Write the rhyming words from the poem.    

ii. Who is the poet of the poem ‘Ice-Cream Man’?    

iii. In the last stanza of the poem, what is the Ice-Cream man’s cart compared to?  

Name the two things that he sells. 

Back Ex: 

Pg no.5 (Say Aloud), Pg no. 7, 8 (Word Building) No.1 and 2 to be done in the book. 

 

HW 

Pg no. 4,5 (Let’s Write) No.1,2 

Activity: Pg 8 No. 1,2,3 (Fun Time) can be done in A4 sheet paper. 



 

GRAMMAR 

 

ADJECTIVES: 

Adjectives are words that are used to describe a noun or a pronoun. 

 

Eg. A red dress, a tiny hut. He is smart and intelligent etc 

 

  Ex: B,E,F  pages-59, 61 (to be done in the Grammar Book) 

    Good Grammar exercises will be discussed in class 

Homework: 

Ex. A,C,D pages-59,60 (Good Grammar book) 

 

Adjectives change in form to show degrees of comparison. There are three forms of  

comparison. 

1. Positive degree: In positive degree, no comparison is made. Eg. A kind girl,  

a sweet apple etc. 

2. Comparative degree: In comparative degree, a comparison is made between  

two people or things. We add ‘er’ or ‘more’ to form comparative degree. 

eg. She is smarter than her sister. This flower is more beautiful than that one. 

3. Superlative degree: It is the highest degree of comparison. It is used when we 

compare more than two people or things. We add ‘est’ or ‘most’ to form the  

superlative degree. Eg. the tallest mountain, the most beautiful flower etc. 

      Ex: G, H pages-63, 64 (to be done in the Grammar Book) 

    Good Grammar exercises will be discussed in class 

Determiners: These are words which qualify the nouns that follow. It can be countable  

and uncountable. Determiners such as some, any, much and many are some examples. 

Some is used with both countable and uncountable nouns. Eg some water, some men etc 

Any is used in negative and interrogative sentences with countable and uncountable  

nouns. Eg. Have you got any pen? I don’t have any milk in the bottle etc. 

 

Ex: I page-65 (to be done in the Grammar Book) 

     Good Grammar exercises will be discussed in class 

 

Many denotes number and is used with countable nouns while much denotes quality  

and is used with uncountable nouns. Eg. many children, much water etc. 

 

Ex: J page- 65 (to be done in the Grammar Book) 

    Good Grammar exercises will be discussed in class 

 

 
 

LISTENING  

  A passage will be read out three times during the online class. 
 Thereafter, students to be given questions to be answered in their note book. 

SPEAKING HOTS: Interactive discussion will be done in the class on the topic:  

“As summers are setting in and with the rise of the heat, what are the things you would like 

 to do and eat during this season”. 
READING An unseen passage will be shared in the class. Children will have to read the passage and answer 

the given questions. 

 

WRITING WRITING SKILL (to be written in the English language notebook) 

 

Informal letter Writing  

 Ex 3. Write a letter to your friend living in some other country, telling him or her about  

your favourite Indian festival. Give interesting details regarding the festival like name of  



the festival, time of celebration, how and why is it celebrated, its importance etc  

(120 to 130 words) 
 

 

  

.................................................................................................................................................................... 

Expected Answers for Literature ‘Ice Cream Man’- poem 

Ex A Write the following poetic devices from the poem. 

i. Give two examples of alliteration. 

 Ans. summer’s in the city, brick’s a blaze, frosty-fizz 

 

ii. Write an example of simile.  

Ans: as thick as honey bees 

Ex B. Write the antonyms of the following words from the poem. 

i. sorrowful/unhappy - (joyful)        

ii.  hot - (chilly) 

Ex C Answer the following questions: 

i. Write the rhyming words from the poem.    

Ans. heat-street, sight- white, drink- pink, peas-honeybees 

 

ii. Who is the poet of the poem ‘Ice-Cream Man’?    

Ans Rachel Field 

 

iii. In the last stanza of the poem, what is the Ice-Cream man’s cart compared to? 

Name the two things that he sells. 

Ans: ……to a flower bed…….. ice creams and fizzy drinks. 
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